The hippocampus communicates with the neocortex via the entorhinal cortex and is thought to be critically involved in the consolidation of memories. This paper contains in vivo evidence of a projection from the hippocampal area CA1 to the entorhinal cortex. Current theories of memory formation suggest that the backprojections from the hippocampus to the neocortex should undergo some form of plastic change in order that memories become consolidated. Paired-pulse facilitation (PPF) and long-term potentiation (LTP) are forms of short-and long-term plasticity, respectively. We show that the CA1 to entorhinal cortex projection is capable of sustaining PPF over a wide range of stimulus intervals. In addition we demonstrate that following high frequency stimulation of this pathway the evoked response in the entorhinal cortex remains potentiated for at least 30 min. Finally, we demonstrate that PPF changes following LTP depending on the initial ratio of PPF, suggesting that LTP expression on this pathway may contain a presynaptic component. These findings should provide insight into the hippocampal function in memory formation. #
It is widely accepted that the structures of the medial temporal lobe are involved in learning and memory. Damage to this area can lead to severe declarative memory impairments (Scoville and Milner, 1957) . One medial temporal lobe structure considered to be critically involved in learning and memory is the hippocampal formation (O' Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Squire, 1992; Rolls and O'Mara, 1993; Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997) . The hippocampal formation is anatomically defined by a number of subregions that include the dentate gyrus (d.g.), areas CA3, CA1 and the subiculum. Although it is believed that the hippocampus is the site of association of sensory information (Rolls, 1996) , allowing for rapid storage of this information, the hippocampus itself is not thought to be involved in the long-term storage of this information (Squire and Alvarez, 1995) . Instead long-term memory storage is thought to occur in the neocortex (Squire et al., 1984; Squire, 1992; McClelland et al., 1995) . Therefore, an interface between the hippocampal formation and the neocortex would be required to translate temporary hipppocampal information storage into a more permanent cortical storage.
The return projections from the hippocampus to the cortex are thought to originate exclusively from area CA1 and the subiculum, thereby making both/either of these structures potential candidates for an interface between the hippocampus proper and the neocortex. Some projections by-pass the entohinal cortex (EC) and synapse directly on perirhinal cortex (PER) or postrhinal cortex (POR) neurons (Swanson and Cowan, 1977; Deacon et al., 1983) , however, the majority of backprojections to the neocortex are mainly mediated through the EC. Although both CA1 and subiculum send projections to the EC, Tamamaki and Nojyo (1995) 
